
Thursday 24th September 2015 

Don’t forget to follow 

Agoonoree on Facebook 

and Twitter! 

    Agoonoree 

    @agoonoree 

CARNIVAL ON TODAY! 

Petting zoo 

Fairy floss 

Snow cones 

Games with patrols 

And lots of other fun activities! 

Carnival will be run from 9:00-12:00 today. 

During this time you will also be able to pick 

up your Super Agoonoree Award  for finishing 

your passport.  

Birthdays 

There are two birthdays to celebrate today! 

Tim from Grey and Judith from Venturer 

Central. We wish you a happy birthday and 

hope you have had lots of fun at camp.  

Friendliness:  

Cleanliness:   

Gateway:   

Food Quality:   

Feng Shui Alignment:   

 

Review:   

Purple Troop welcomed us warmly and had 

and maintained a spotless campsite. All of 

the troop were involved in something and 

they all included each other. They could 

have put more purple on their gate... 

Velp Review - Purple Troop 



Rumour Has It… 

The Agoonoree Shop—Next to the Tower 

Bucket Hat  $12.50 

Beanie  $10.00 

Polo Shirt  $28.00 

Hoodie  $40.00 

Owl   SOLD OUT! 

Prediction for “Bulls 

Head Award”: Purple 

Raph (VC) is running 

for President 

The Box 

Liv, Ebony and Bryton (Yellow) 

Tyler (Grey) 

Jadzia (VC) 

Bob 

A story by the Red Cassowaries 

It all began with a group of 6 naïve Goonies; who 

sweated and sheltered throughout the day. During 

rest time, they decided to return to the castle, for 

their beauty sleep. It was in the middle of the night 

when Princess Sid and Gracie needed to go to the 

toilet, requesting the company of their trusty 

maids. It was at this time, when maid Chloe II 

stepped into… A PUDDLE!!!! “How did the puddle 

get into the castle?” You may be asking. Well… you 

see, their room was getting a wee bit hot, requiring 

the maids to open up the castle walls to air out the 

space. However, when the princesses went to 

sleep, the maids forgot to close the castle walls. 

Throughout the night, the sky changed from one of 

clean skies and stars to lightning and rain. Maid 

Chloe II got all of her belongings rained on, along 

with the centre of the room being filled with water 

and this story being written. 

Gnomes and meerkats 

aren’t all that different 

Sid from Ice Age will 

make a cameo in the 

next instalment of 

Jurassic Park 

The Zone 2 team broke 

their giant catapult 

Carnival day today 

was inspired by the 

Ekka 

Some jokes from the Purple Dolphins 

 

 Q: What is a dog’s favourite musical instrument? 

 A: The Trombone. 

 

Three guys were stranded on a remote island, desperately 

wanting to escape. Two were really smart and the third 

was, well, anything but smart.  

One day a genie appeared and granted each of them one 

wish.  

The two smart guys wished to return home. When the 

genie asked the third person their wish, he replied, “It’s 

getting rather lonely without the other guys. I wish they 

were back here.” 



Zone 2 
Feeling chilly anyone? The patrols at Zone 2 

certainly weren’t! We had them building fires 

with wet wood, making some delicious damper 

and working as a team to complete a few tricky 

challenges. 

Sorry to Orange B, whose article went missing and didn’t make it into the Agoonoram yesterday. 

Today Orange B (aka Buffalo) had the pleasure of doing Zone 4 at the abseiling tower. Orange B had a ball with the activities provided-

Prusicking, craft activities, crate stacking and rock climbing. 

Orange B set a record for the crate stacking at 16 crates high (only held for the rest of the day) 

The craft activities were challenging but rewarding with activities that let you keep what you have created. You were able to make a winter 

castle with gladwrap and stick. You were also able to make some miniature Olafs with funky 

facial features.  

We give Zone 4, 4/5 stars, mainly because there was no abseiling for safety reasons. 

PS. Rissole is a legend 

-Orange B 



Zone 2 
Zone 3 

Visitors to Zone 3 were treated to a variety of 

activities.  People made snow globes and 

Christmas trees with doilies. They also made real 

icecream!  After, everyone joined in a game of 

modified French cricket.  

The Agoonoram Team: 

 Alison Smith, Milton Redshaw & Sarah Whitfort 

If you have any suggestions for tomorrow’s Agoonoram (like a joke or riddle 

or puzzle or even gossip), come talk to us at the Agoonoram desk in Venturer 

Central (VC). 

Despite MASH’s gnome still MIA, 

they have been hard at work, per-

forming a major operation on Lead-

er Central’s beloved meerkat. The 

meerkat is now recovering  but may 

never return to full health. 

Emergency 

situation at 

MASH 


